
Appendix 1: Scavenger Hunt Concept of Operation 

The scavenger hunt will take place in four different phases between 8:30 am and 
approximately 3:30 pm on September 1, 2012. The four phases are 1) Registration, 2) 
Hunt, 3) Scoring and 4) Closing ceremony and Awards presentation. The event will 
begin and end at the Andrew’s Square VFW. The overall timeline for the event is as 
follows: 

 
Initial Weather Call   5:00 pm Friday 31. August 
Clue Marking begins   6:30 am 
Final Weather call   7:00 am 
VFW Open     8:00 am 
Setup of registration tables   8:30 am 
Volunteers Briefing   9:00 am 
Adult Registration Opens   9:30 am 
Adult and Social Media hunts begins 10:30 am 
Family registration begins  10:35 am 
Family hunt begins   11:30 am 
Food preparation at VFW   12:30 pm 
Food sales begin    1:00 pm 
All hunts end and scoring begins  1:30 pm 
Scoring ends    2:20 pm 
Closing ceremony and Awards  2:30 pm 
Clean up begins    3:00 pm 
VFW clear     3:30 pm 
 
In the event that hazardous weather is forecast (heavy rains, thunder-storms, etc) 

the hunt director will post the cancellation on the event website, notify all 
participants by email and contact business sponsors by phone that the events at the 
VFW are cancelled. The clue sheets will be distributed electronically to all 
participants at 10:30 am and they will have until Monday at 8:00 pm to complete the 
hunt and turn in their score sheets. Winners will then be determined and the results 
will be posted online. 

Registration: 

Registration setup will begin at 8:00 am with the opening of the VFW by the event 
director. The event director and committee chairs will ensure that the parking lot is 
open, signage is in place and the required entrances are open. The site team will then 
make sure that tables and chairs are set up for the registration volunteers and that all 
forms, pens and supplies are in place. The site team will also confirm that they have 
the sound system and projector in place for the starting and closing ceremonies.  

The site team will welcome the volunteers at 9:00 am and give them instructions 
on the required paperwork and instructions for the scavenger hunt teams, data entry, 
safety measures, and the timeline for the event. 

There will be two types of registration for the scavenger hunt. Teams will be 
allowed to pre-register at Scavenger in Southie events and online and teams will also 
register at the VFW on the event day. There will be one line for pre-registration teams 
and three lines for event day registration teams. See Appendix B for the Registration 



Form. All teams will be required to check in on the event day prior to starting the 
scavenger hunt to be eligible for the scavenger hunt awards and prizes. In all 
registration lines teams will confirm their information, be given instructions and sign a 
release from liability form. 

During the registration the site committee will also sell water or t-shirts with raffle 
tickets to earn money for the VFW. 

 
Early Registration – Teams will be able to register before the event through 

direct contact, email, or through the Scavenger in Southie website. Teams do not have 
to enter all information for early registration and can change information on the day 
of the event in the early registration line. All participants that sign up through early 
registration will be sent updates and reminders for the hunt.  

Early registration will end at 5:00 pm on 31 August. All early registered team 
information will be entered into the team database prior to the event day. Early 
registrant information will be updated in the database during the hunt. 

 
Event Day Registration – Anyone can register on the event day itself. There will 

be two main registration times and three registration three lines on the event day. 
The adult registration time will be from 9:30-10:30 am followed by the family 
registration from 10:30-11:30 am. One volunteer will work each registration line and 
the hunt coordinator will supervise.  

Each team will fill out a registration form, a liability release form, and be given 
instructions. After registering teams are free until 10:30 

 
 

Hunt: 

“Family” and “adult” are the two main categories of hunts taking place on the 
event day. Each of these will two subcategories named “standard” and “social media.” 
The standard hunts require no additional tools to participate in. The social media 
hunts will require smart phones and social media log-ins.  

All hunts will begin and end at VFW Post 6536. The adult events will begin at 10:30 
am and the family events will begin at 11:30 am. Both events will end at 1:30 pm. 
Approximately five minutes prior to the start time for each event teams will receive 
their clue sheets from the event coordinator. At the start times teams will turn the 
clue sheets over and be free to start. 

To gain points in standard hunts teams will be responsible for finding a 3x5 card at 
the clue location and recording the clue on their score sheet. These clues will be 
spread around South Boston by the Hunt team beginning at 6:30 am on the event day. 
Clues will have different point values dependent on location and sponsorship level 
from businesses. Some clues will be posted on objects and others will be given to 
individuals that have to be found to give out the answer. 

 In social media hunts teams will be required to check in with a photo at the clue 
location. Participants may be required to take pictures in front of objects, with 
certain people and in particular poses. Clues in both the standard and social media 
hunts may require the purchase of a product or a service from a business.  

 All of the answers for the clues in the different hunts will spell out a phrase when 
put together and unscrambled. If teams can write out this phrase they will be awarded 
additional points. At the end of the hunt teams will return to the VFW and turn their 
score sheets into the scorers table.  



At approximately 1:00 pm the site committee will begin to cook food for sale to 
the participants when they return to turn in the score cards. 

 
Standard Family Hunt – The family hunt will be for teams with participants 14 

years and younger. This hunt will have 30 clues for the teams. All clues will be south 
of West Broadway, East of I-93, North of the traffic circle at the south end of Moakley 
Park and West of G Street. The clues will be written so that that a 10-12 year old can 
answer the question.  

 
Social Media Family Hunt – The family social media hunt will also be for teams 

with participants 14 years and younger. There will be 30 clues for this hunt and they 
will be aimed at the parents and guardians of the younger team members. The social 
media clue locations will be in close proximity to the standard clue locations. 

 

Standard Adult Hunt – The adult hunt will be for teams with participants 15 years 
and older. This hunt will have 50 clues for the teams. All clues will be East of the Fort 
Point Channel down to West Broadway, then East of I-93 down to the William Morrissey 
overpass. The clues will be challenging for adults of all ages. 

 
Social Media Adult Hunt – The adult social media hunt will also be for teams with 

participants 15 years and older. There will be 50 clues for this hunt and they will be at 
the same location as the standard hunt clues. Participants on the social media hunt 
will have to do an additional step (i.e. post a comment on another twitter account, a 
picture on Facebook, etc)  

 
 

Scoring: 

There will be six lines for scoring. There will be one line each for standard family 
and adult scoring. There will be two lines each of social media family and adult 
scoring. The social media judges will each have a laptop to assist in the scoring of the 
competition. All scoring sheets turned in after 1:30 pm will be deducted 1 point for 
each minute.  All team scores will be entered into the database and displayed online 
following the hunt. 

During the scoring the site committee will also sale hotdogs, hamburgers, and 
sodas to the participants. The site committee will also continue to sell raffle tickets. 

 
Standard hunt scoring – Participants send one team to turn in their score cards to 

a scorer who will mark the turn in time on the score sheet. The team member will 
wait to help grade another team’s sheet. After collecting all the sheets the hunt 
volunteers will then hand out a score sheet to each of the team members. The 
volunteers will then read out the answers and have the team members score and total 
the sheets. The top three teams in the family and adult divisions will be the winners. 

  

Social Media hunt scoring – Participants will send one team to turn in their score 
cards to a scorer who will mark the turn in time on the score sheet. The team member 
will then go through the social media sites online to confirm their scores. After all 
teams have been scored the top three teams in the family and adult divisions will be 
the winners.  



 

Closing Ceremony and Awards: 

The awards presentation & donation presentation will begin at 2:30 pm. The 
Emcee will be the Site Committee director. After welcoming the guests the Emcee will 
proceed with the raffle of the prizes. Following the raffle the Emcee will introduce 
the Scavenger Hunt Director for her comments. The Emcee and the Scavenger Hunt 
director will then announce the winners in the following order: Standard Family, Social 
Media Family, Standard Hunt, Social Media Hunt. 

The winning teams will report to the Hunt Director to pick up their prizes and then 
all people will leave. All remaining volunteers and committee members will help with 
clean-up. 

 
 


